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Abstract—Optical networks are the most adequate platform for
the transport of ever increasing bandwidth-hungry applications
and services (BwGAS). Additionally, these networks cope with
the continuous growth of the number of Internet users. Optical
Burst Switching (OBS) paradigm is expected to be the backbone
infrastructure of near-future all-optical Internet. In OBS, data
and control packet known as burst header packet (BHP) are sent
out of band (i.e., control packets and data bursts are carried by
different channels) and it is sent ahead of the data burst to reserve
necessary network resources for the corresponding burst. After
the elapse of a predetermined time known as offset time, the
data burst is sent with the hope that, the control packet was
able to make necessary reservations. Sending the BHP ahead
of the burst exposes the burst to different security challenges,
particularly data burst redirection and denial of service attacks.
If the BHP is compromised the corresponding burst will definitely
be compromised. Less efforts have been dedicated to investigate
control packet security issues in OBS. In this paper, we propose
and evaluate a solution to address Data Burst Redirection (DBR)
Attack in OBS networks. The solution is designed based on
Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) public-key encryption algorithm.
We evaluated the algorithm via computer simulation. Evaluation
metrics are burst loss ratio and throughput. The obtained results
demonstrate that, the proposed algorithm has succeeded in
protecting the network against DBR attacks reducing the number
of compromised BHP. In the future, the authors will work on
denial of service issues considering reliability aspects.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Exponential growth of the number of Internet users and
bandwidth greedy applications are in continuous development
[1, 2, 3], such as e-health, e-education, e-administration, IPTV,
video conference, and others. Such development continues
to push Telecos and scientific research community towards
optical networks.
Three optical switching paradigms have been proposed in
the literature to take advantage of WDM technology and
to satisfy the requirements of bandwidth-greedy applications.
These paradigms are Optical Circuit Switching (OCS) [4], Optical Burst Switching (OBS) [5] and Optical Packet Switching
(OPS) [6]. Although OBS remains the promising paradigms

and the most likely to be implemented in the near future,
this paradigm still suffers from high burst loss due to burst
contention at the core node in the absence of buffers. Burst
contention occurs when two or more bursts contend for the
same resource at the same time. Common solutions to bufferless OBS is the use fiber delay lines (FDLs) wavelength
converters [7] and or deflection routing among other solutions.
Another issue which is affects OBS performance and has not
yet been deserved adequate consideration is security.
In OBS networks, each data burst (DB) is associated with a
corresponding Burst Header Packet (BHP) which is sent ahead
of the DB on different WDM channel. The BHPs task is to reserve required resources ahead of the the burst as well as DBs
path information for path configuration [8]. If the scheduling
request is rejected at one OBS core node, then there will never
be validation of optical path setting-up for the arriving DB.
Since, the DB will arrive anyhow to an input port core node
which no longer belongs to its corresponding BHP; it will
be dropped or reach to unpredictable destination [9]. When
the BHP arrives at the compromised core node, the attacker
will start lunching abuse actions before the corresponding DB
reaches the desired node. In such cases, the attacker injects
a malicious BHP instead of the original BHP and initiates
new relationship between the malicious BHP and the reserved
DB; in the new BHP, the forwarding path of incoming DB is
changed to a fake and non-desired destination [9, 10]. This
attack is called Data Burst Redirection Attack as showing in
Figure 1. In this paper we have developed a solution that
tackles redirection issue in OBS. The solution is based on RSA
algorithm and the obtained results demonstrate improved burst
loss ratio and overall network throughput.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section
II, we review Security issues in OBS. Section III elaborates
algorithm design; Simulation environment are described in
Section IV. Simulation results are analysed in Section V.
Concluding remarks are described in Section VI.

router receives a BHP, it changes the state of a free optical
channel to a busy state. This is known as channel reservation
[14], [13]. In case of no idle WDM channels, the incoming
data burst is discard. Thus, an attacker can launch DoS attack
to compromise the network by injecting huge numbers of
malicious BHP with long offset time to specific target in
the network. When malicious BHP arrives to the target node,
the target node starts reserving new WDM channel for each
malicious BHP [9] and [13]. Each reserved channel will be
waiting for anonymous bursts which will never arrive [14]
and [15]. The main purpose of DoS attack is to make the
target node totally unavailable for proper data transmission.
DoS attack is illustrated in Figure 2.
Fig. 1.

Data burst redirection attack in obs networks

II. S ECURITY I SSUES IN OBS
In this Section, we investigate security issues in OBS and
review some of related works. Table I describes some of
potential threats in OBS network such as traffic analysis,
eavesdropping, spoofing, burst duplication attack and service
disruption via Denial of Service (DoS).
From security threats described in Table I, OBS networks
are mostly affected by traffic analysis or eavesdropping. In
such threats, an attacker listens passively to the authentication
protocol to capture information for illegal future use as discussed in [11]. This is an issue in OBS where a passive attacker
can intercept BHPs and compromise corresponding data burst
[12]. When BHP is the subject of an attack, the passive attacker
is able to analyse and observe the carried traffic information
from the compromised BHPs which exposes the transparent
DBs containing critical information [12]. In OBS, passive
attackers are difficult to detect; however, prevention methods
can be used to counter attack the threat.
As explained earlier, in OBS, BHP carries arriving data
burst information and it is sent before the burst. If an attacker
is able to intercept the BHP and modifies its contents, the
corresponding burst is redirected to a fake and unauthorised
destination [9]. This attack normally occurs during offset time
(the time between control packet processing time and data
burst transmission). The attacker simply violates the one-toone relationship between DB and its BHP by injecting a new
malicious BHP for the same data burst [9, 10]. Consequently,
the original BHP will be dropped and the transported legitimate data burst will be scheduled and forwarded through a
new reserved path to a fake destination.
Land attack [13] is a kind of security in which the compromised node copies the BHP and transmits back to the source
and to the intended destination. Due to the fact that the attack
is on a split capable node, the data also gets split and reaches
both intended and unintended nodes thereby wasting resources.
Another security issue in OBS is denial of service (DoS)
attack. Similar to other communication networks, OBS networks are vulnerable to DoS because scheduling decisions
are based on resource availability [9]. Therefore, when a core

Fig. 2.

DoS attack in OBS Network

In OBS, bursts are assembled and created at the Ingress
node. Thus, bursts created are to be scheduled for particular
channels at specified voids that fit the burst scheduled depending on voidfilling scheduling approaches. The authors in
[16] observed that at times a particular node present at the
intermediary could be compromised thus changing the value
of the size of the assembled bursts at the BHP. The increased
burst size value could push the egress node to check the value
of the same during disassembly. Due to the attack, if the value
is not comparable, the burst could be mistaken for another
burst forcing the receiving node to ask for retransmission of the
burst. This attack is known as burstification attack and it can
happen at both edge and core nodes. For example, the attacker
can compromise ingress node and create bursts of bigger sizes.
This increases considerably burst reservation time. Increase in
the burst reservation time not only affects propagation delay
but it also affects burst latency. Increase in latency results in
low throughput as it is inversely proportional to the latency.
III. T HE P ROPOSED S ECURITY M EASURE
To design the proposed solution known as Control Packet
Protection (CPPT-OBS), three cases were investigated. The
three cases are: OBS network without security measures and
without security attacks, OBS network under security attacks
without security measures, and finally OBS network under
security attacks with security measures. These scenarios are

TABLE I
S ECURITY T HREATS IN OBS N ETWORKS

Threats
Traffic Analysis

Eavesdropping

Spoofing

Burst
Attack

Service
(DoS)

Fig. 3.

Duplication

disruption

Descriptions
In this attack, information being
communicated between the sources
and destination is extracted
It is similar to traffic analysis but
differs the attack layer
In this attack, the attacker attempts
to gain access to a system by using
a false identity
Intermediate core router duplicates
a control burst and modifies its
contents to create new path between itself and an attacker
It is a type of attack which prevents communication or Degrades
the quality of service (QoS)

Key Generation Illustration

largely explained in [17]. The technique proposed here is
applicable to the third scenario.
Initially, we assume that all edge and core nodes of OBS
networks are legitimate nodes. Under this consideration, each
node is equipped with security measures such as confidentiality and authentication using RSA encryption algorithm. This
process is called Self-Controlling. The RSA encryption is used
to encrypt and decrypt burst control packets. The sender and
receiver are point-to-point connected.
In the proposed mechanism, traffic transmission time is
divided equally into time slots. At the beginning of each time
slot, all OBS nodes start generating temporarily their own
random pair keys (Private Key and Public Key) as illustrated
in Figure 3. Then, each node multicasts its public key to
its directly connected neighbours. While relevant sender and
receiver nodes know the public key of each other, the private
key of the node is preserved and kept secret from other
OBS nodes. This ensures that the a node establish trusted
communication with its neighbours.
Before the next timeslot starts, each node regenerates its
new pair of keys randomly and double encrypts the public
key with its old private key and with its old public key before

Remedy
Power detection methods/Masking

Power detection methods/Optical
Spectral Analysis Methods/Mutual
authentication
Cryptographic methods

Digital signature/ Trusted node
method

Prevention oriented Network Planning

broadcasting it to all connected neighbours. After sending its
new encrypted public key, the old private and public keys of
the nodes are revoked. When a receiver receives the encrypted
key, the receiver decrypts the encrypted key with its old private
key and then with the old public key of the sender. After the
new public key is successfully received, decrypted, the old
reserved public key of the sender is revoked and will never be
used in the network.
When a node sends its public key and receives the public
keys of its directly connected nodes, this node creates data
set of neighbors public keys, which will be used frequently
for creating secure traffic among them. The secure traffic is
generated when the sender node encodes a generated BHP
with its private key to prove that it is the source of the
packet (Authentication). The encoded BHP will be encrypted
again using the public key of the receiver to ensure the
confidentiality of the encrypted BHP while in transition before
reaching the receiver.
The process described earlier is known as Multi-layers security, multi-level security or defenc in depth security mechanism
as discussed in [18]; this is because the BHP is encrypted twice
before being sent to downstream nodes. So, the BHP is always
sent as a cipher text through optical channel to the destination
node.
When the BHP arrives at the destination node, the node
decrypts it first using its private key to check the confidentiality
of the received BHP. If the confidentiality is violated, the
received BHP is dropped, otherwise the receiver node decodes
the decrypted BHP using the public key of the sender to verify
the authentication of the BHP. If the identity of the sender is
not authenticated, the BHP is dropped. Else, the decoded BHP
is received and allows the receiver read the contents of the
BHP for further actions.
Although this mechanism ensures BHP security and reduces
burst loss ratio as it will shown in Section IV, it is expected

that end-to-end delay will be increased. This limitation will
be addressed in our future work. The detailed algorithm is
described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Secure BHP Mechanism
1: Notations:
2: N [i]: nth node in the network. En BHP : Encrypted
Burst Header Packet. KT mpP ub : Temporary Public Key
of a node. KT mpP rv : Temporary Private key of a node.
Dc1 BHP : First decryption of BHP
3: Dc2 BHP : Second decryption of BHP.
4: stringlen ← length of string
5: while KT mpP ub , KT mpP rv not exist or expired do
6:
Create new random N [i].(KT mpP ub , KT mpP rv )
7:
Broadcast N [i].KT mpP ub to [1..t]
8:
Receive and Save N [i].KT mpP ub
9: while Not the End of Traffic do
10:
Create BHP and Data Burst
11:
Encrypt BHP
12:
En BHP = N [i + 1].KT mpP ub
(N [i].KT mpP rv (BHP ))
13:
Send En BHP to N [i + 1]
14:
Receiver decrypts BHP
15:
Dc1 BHP =N[i+1].K TmpPrv(En BHP)
16:
if Decrypted Dc1 BHP compromised then
17:
Drop En BHP
18:
Receiver performs second decryption
19:
Dc2 BHP =N [i].K T mpP ub(Dv1 BHP )
20:
if Dc2 BHP not authentic then
21:
Drop Dc2 BHP
22:
else
23:
Receiver processes BHP
24:
if N [i + 1] not the destination then
25:
go to Line 11
IV. S IMULATION E NVIRONMENT
Simulation parameters, environment and results are elaborated in this Section. Simulation parameters are listed in
Table II. All the simulations were carried out using NCTUns
network Simulator and Emulator [19]. The algorithm was
implemented on NSFNET topology shown in Figure 4;
evaluation metrics are burst loss ratio and network throughput.
Number of wavelengths, bandwidth and maximum queue size
are Simulator constraints. Burst size of 10KB is based on the
analysis of Jue et al., in [8].
Three scenarios were investigated:
• OBS network without Security Measures and without
Attacks;
• OBS network under Security Attacks without Security
Measures;
• OBS network under Security Attacks with Security Measures using the proposed technique.
Security attack is illustrated in Figure 5. The scenario
is based on the 14 nodes NFS topology shown in Figure

TABLE II
S IMULATION PARAMETERS AND L EVELS

Parameters
Simulation Topology
Bandwidth per wavelength
(Gbps)Eavesdropping
Burst Size (KB)
Number of wavelengths
Maximum Queue length
(KB)
Transport Layer Protocol

Fig. 4.

Levels
NSFNET
1
10
3
60
TCP and UDP

Simulation Topology: NSFNET

4. In simulated network, 5 edge routers were used; each
edge connects to one node (used as source and destination);
thus a total of 5 sources and destinations were simulated.
P C19 represents a source, P C22 represents an authenticate
destination and P C24 is a fake destination. The normal traffic,
i.e; the traffic between P C19 and P C22 passes through core
nodes (19, 18, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 13, 16, 22). The compromised
core node is N ode13. At this node traffic the attacker injects
malicious BHP and redirect the traffic to N ode22 instead of
N ode16 which is connected to the authenticated destination.
Thus, the corresponding bursts will eventually be received by
P C24 causing data lost at N ode13 at the expense of P C22
the intended receiver of the data burst.

Fig. 5.

Simulation Scenario

The results concern burst loss ratio and throughput which
are analysed in Section V

V. R ESULTS A NALYSIS
Figure 6 and Figure 7 illustrate the results of the three
scenarios described earlier (i.e,. normal traffic, DBR Attack
Effects in the absence of security measures and DBR attack
in the presence of our proposed solution). The size of RSA
key used in the evaluation is 512KB. From the results depicted
in Figure 6, it can be observed that in the the normal traffic
BLR increases as traffic increases. In the case of DBR attack
without security measure, we notice rapid increase in BLR
especially at low load as the attacker is able to modify and
redirect captured BHPs resulting in considerable loss in the
transmitted bursts; because these bursts could not be received
by intended destinations.

header packet in OBS networks. Three scenarios were investigated. Simulation results prove that, applying the proposed
solution in an attack environment does reduce burst loss and
increase overall network throughput. Thus, one can conclude
that, devising efficient security for OBS network will contribute to making OBS a viable for future all-optical Internet.
In the future, the authors will work on denial of service issues
considering reliability aspects. It is expected that, end-to-end
delay be increased due to the security measure proposed, thus;
the technique can be enhanced to address the delay issue.
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Figure 7 illustrates the number of received packets as
traffic load varies. From the results, it is clear that throughput
of non-secure OBS under DBR attack is low while with
the application of the proposed solution, the throughput is
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VI. C ONCLUSIONS
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